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Look Me In The Eyes
Jonas Brothers

Here is an easy tab for a real popular boy band song. I learned it over the
weekend for 
niece Sarah and it was a real big hit.  So if you know a little girl between 8
and 14, 
gonna want to have this one in the song book.
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Intro

Dsus2 G Dsus2 A    Dsus2 G  Bm Bm(open E) A
Verse 1

G                       A
If the heart is always searching
                    Bm
can you ever find a home
                           G
I ve been looking for that someone
         A7sus4        A
I can t make it on my own.

Dreams can t take the place of loving you

There s gotta be a million reasons why it s true.

Chorus
A7sus4                   D
When you look me in the eyes,
                      A
and tell me that you love me.
                Bm
Everything s alright,
                               G
when you re right there by my side.
          A7sus4          D
When you look me in the eyes,



                      A
I catch a glimps of heaven,
   Bm     Bm/A    G
I find my paradise,
          A7sus4         D
when you look me in the eyes.

Verse 2

G                   A
How long will I be waiting,
                Bm
to be with you again,
                       G
Gonna tell you that I love you,
                 A7sus4  A
in the best way that I can.
G               A
I can t take a day without you here.
            Bm                 Bm/A          G
You re the light that makes my darkness disappear.

chorus
A7sus4                   D
when you look me in the eyes
                      A
and tell me that you love me
                Bm
everything s alright,
                              G
when you re right here by my side.
           A7sus4        D
When you look me in the eyes,
                      A
I catch a glimps of heaven.
   Bm       Bm/A   G
I find, my paradise,
          A7sus4         D
when you look me in the eyes

Bridge
Bm              Bm(maj7)/F#
More and More, I start to realize
        D
I can reach my tomorrow,
    E
I hold my head high,
         G                         A
and its all because your re by my side.

(softly)
          A7sus4               D
when you look me in the eyes



                      A
and tell me that you love me.
              Bm
Everything s alright,
                              G
when you re right here by my side.

(loudly)
        A7sus4          D
When I hold you in my arms,
                   A
I know that it s forever.
                      Bm
I just gotta let you know,
                         G
I never want to let you go.
          A7sus4          D
When you look me in the eyes,
                      A
And tell me that you love me,
             Bm
everythings alright,
                              G
when you re right here by my side.
           A7sus4         D
when you look me in the eyes, oh
                      A
I catch a glimps of heaven,
   Bm        BM/A   G
I find , my paradise,
           A7sus4         D
when you look me in the eyes.

Ending (0utro)

Dsus2 G  Dsus2 A   Dsus2 G   BM BM(open E)  A    D  (end)


